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In the case of developed and standardized language like English
the use of various dialects in formal writing is hard to come by.
However the Indian languages, where the standardization of written
languages is yet to acheive, are largely ridden with dialect mixture.

Telugu offers a serious case where authors and  writers not only
do not conform to any formal writing conventions but disfavour
such efforts. Furthermore they argue in favour of variation.
However, the increasing number of domains of language use forces
us towards the standardization of written text. Formal learning
and subsequent writing practices require formal efforts to achieve
written standard. The use of computer to process Telugu text makes
it inevitable on the part of the Telugu writers/authors to conform
to standard writing conventions. Though the use of standard variety
in written texts is ever increasing mainly through formal learning,
print and electronic media often is mixed with formal and informal
styles, modern and classical dialects, local and regional dialects.

The controversy of styles: The present state of affairs of
non-standard nature of Telugu writing can be said to be a direct
result of over a one hundred year old controversy of styles which
roughly started in the middle of the 19th century and almost ended
in favour of modern Telugu in the late 60's of the 20th century.

Thousands of pages were written in support and against adopting
literary style for the modern needs of writing. Towards the middle
of the 20th century more and more educationists, Academics, and
Social reformers joined the fray and many of them supported the
cause of using Modern colloquial style for writing in Telugu. The
Government of Andhra Pradesh at the behest of Krishnamurti appointed
a commitee to go into the details of the modern colloquial style. The
`style committee' headed by Lakshmikantam, submitted its report
in 1966. In 1968 the Government of Andhra Pradesh founded a Telugu
Academy to promote Modern Standard Telugu at all levels of learning
and Teaching and to produce material in modern standard Telugu .
However, the time tested fate of the modern colloquial Telugu style
and the official patronage it got through the Telugu academy since
its inception could not install Modern Standard Telugu firmly on
its footing.  The forces which are instrumental in championing the
cause of modern colloquial Telugu have won the initial innings but
have not succeeded for paving the way for its implementation.

Guidelines for Standard writing practices: The following are
some proposals in order to acheive standardization of writing in
Telugu. Any Modern Telugu text is expected to conform to these
proposals.

Orthographic conventions: In order to reduce or minimize spelling
variation the following guidelines may be followed.

1)  The  putative  rule  that  no  two  distinct sounds  may  be
represented by  the same grapheme, conversely no single grapheme
should stand for more than one phoneme  cannot  be  a  criterion.
Since, a strict adherence to such a rule mean a complete disregard
to the existing practices creating chaos hampering standardization
of the language.

Ex: Sanskrit words with ÊÁVV /r/   should not be transliterated as
LRiV /ru/ since it obliterates the distinction between ÊÁVV»R½Li /rtaM/
'truth, reality' Vs. LRiV»R½Li /rutaM/ 'sound, noise'.   Hence  the
conventional spelling based on their etymological derivations  should
be retained. Therefore ÊÁVVztsQ /rSi/ etc. shall not be transliterated
as LRiVztsQ /ruSi/.  This is keeping in  view of the national outlook
and hence its common feature shall be preserved.

2) Allophones or conventionally predictable symbols need  not  be
represented by separate graphemic sounds.

Ex:  Writing  onglides /y/, and /v/ before i, I, e, E and u, U, o,
O in word initial position shall be avoided.  However, loan words
from English and  other languages with such sound sequences shall
be preserved as in the following:

ª«spÌÁV vUlu 'wool' *EÌÁV *Ulu ª«soª«sV©±svuman 'woman'  *Dª«sV©±s *uman ¸R¶V©±s yan
'Yen a Japanese monetary unit' *Fs©±s *en LiVWxqísV yIsTu  'yeast'
*IsT  which means 'east' but Fs©±s.ÉÓÁ.LSª«sWLSª«so en. Ti. rAmArAvu
*¸R¶V©±s.ÉÓÁ.LSª«sWLSª«so
                            *yen.Ti.rAmArAvu 'N.T.Ramarao'

3) Retain the distinct orthographic representations of diphthongs
|H|/ai/ |@¸º¶V|/ay/  and |K|/au/|@ª±s|/av/  to  distinguish loan  words
from  English and Sanskrit which are almost always  written  using
unit  graphemes H /ai/ and K /au/ as in the following:

HNRPùLi aikyaM *aykyaM ayikyaM/aykyaM 'unity' HLSª«s»R½Li airAvataM
*ayirAvataM/ayrAvataM ' the celestial elephant' KxtsQµ³R¶Li auSadhaM
*avuSadhaM/avSadhaM 'medicine' HLýSLi²R¶V airelAnd  *ayirlAMDu/ayrlAMDu
'Ireland' KÈÁV auTu avuTu *avuTu 'an explosive device'

Telugu words should be written accordance with the accepted
conventions. Wherever  there  is  a possibility   of   disambiguating
the existing orthographic variation shall be used.

Ex: N_ÌÁV  kaulu 'lease of land, tenancy' *kavulu /kavulu/ since
kavulu clashes with the plural of kavi 'poet'  kaulu  shall not
be transliterated as above.

¿_²R¶V caudu  *cavudu 'wet land' »f²R¶V waudu *wavudu 'hask' L_²U¶ raudI
*ravudI 'villain' ¿_NUPµyLRiV caukIxAru *cavukIxAru/cavkIxAru 'watchman'

4) No additional orthographic diacritics shall be used.  However,
certain conventional  spellings  to  denote special  sounds may
be employed.  ex: The sound [ ] a derivative of sandhi in    modern
standard  Telugu often realized by the diacritic |  | of the /y/
but need  not  be  represented by a special  symbols such as
underscores and accent markers.

Ex: ËØùLiNRPV 'bank' *ÛËÁ[LiNRPV, *ËØLiNRPV ÉØùLiNRPV 'tank' *ÛÉÁ[LiNRPV, *ÉØLiNRPV

This symbol | | has [y] value when used with Telugu and Sanskrit
words.

5)  There  is  no  need  to  banish  arasunnA 'half nasal' from
orthography. It has a limited function and occurs frequently  in
few words as in the following expressives:

A· Az 'what!'  A·¥¦¦¦·   azhAz 'oh-yes!'  G· ez 'what!'  E· Uz 'yes'
E·N]ÈíÁV UzkoVttu 'to agree'

If these words are written in any other way they lose the content
and become ambiguous. Hence shall be written  with  half  nasal.
However, the  use  of half nasal in the place of full homorganic
nasal sound shall not be acceptable

Ex: LS·ª«so²R¶V *rAvudu  for rAmudu 'ram'

The retention of half nasal symbol allows  exact transliteration
between Hindi and Telugu.

6)  There  is  no  reason why a line or a word  shall not begin
with a niMdusunna 'full  nasal'    symbol | | (homorganic nasal).
Historically this symbol has | | always followed a vowel. In order
to write certain loan words  it  can be used very efficiently as
in the following examples:

iLiFyÍØ MpAlA    'a brand name of a car (<Swahili)' iLiúÆÜ[®ªsW     Nkhromo
'a town in Nagaland' iLiN][®ªsW Nkomo 'a name of an African state leader'

Script  shall  not be  viewed or considered  as coterminous with
the language. script has  much wider function.  That the anusvAra
shall not begin a line is a  pseudo criterion.  We shall  be able
to exploit our script in all sorts of ways to transcribe not only
native words but also loan words.

7) A word final ª«sVV cmu corresponding to iLi c|M| preceded by at
least   two syllables  and where the penultimate vowel is /a/,
/A/, /eV/ and /e/ shall be consistently written as iLi c|M| . .
However exceptions exist among loan  words as in gRiVÍØLi gulAM which
should be transcribed as gRiVÍØª«sVV /gulAmu/. The final -/mu/ in this
word is not lost before number and case inflection as in puswakaM,
puswakAlu, puswakAniki etc.

8)  |ORPQ| /kR/ and |NRP| /kR/ are orthographic variations. Precisely
speaking /Ra/ is a variant of /Ra/ in the context of /ka/
elsewhere  i.e.  when it clusters with consonants other than /ka/
it is always /Ra/.

In the display obtained through GIST /ka+Sa/ is always displayed as
ORPQ. It is advisable to use kSa instead of ORPQ even in loan words
as in :

LjiOSQ rikRA *LjiNS= , FsÌÁORPQ©±s elakSan *FsÌÁNRP=©±s ÇÁLiORPQ©±s jaMkRan
*ÇÁLiNRP=©±s

9) Words beginning with  /ya/ and /va/ shall not be written as
beginning with Fs/eV/ and I/oV/ as in the following:

¸R¶Vª«sVV²R¶V yamuDu *emuDu *Fsª«sVV²R¶V ¸R¶Vª«s*©«sLi yavvanaM *evvanaM *Fsª«s*©«sLi G»yªy»y
EtAvAtA but *yAtAvAtA *¸R¶W»yªy»y ¸R¶W\ÛË³Á yABai *eBai G\ÛË³Á ª«sµj¶©«s vadina
*odina *Iµj¶©«s ª«s¿RÁVè vaccu  *occu *I¿RÁVè

10) Loan words from Persian, Arabic, and English sources  with
the  sound equal  to  [f]   is orthographically represented by xmns
[f] /P/  in Telugu. Even in  Sanskrit words the aspirated bilabial
stop is pronounced as [f] instead of /P/ [ph], hence there is no
necessity of using an extra diacritic to show the pronunciation of
[f] in loan words.

Ex: NS{mns kAPI [kAFI] 'coffee' LRiW£mns rUP [rUF]  'roof' Fny©±s Pan [F^n]
'fun' xmnsÌÁLi PalaM [FalaM] 'fruit' Fnyù©«sV PyAnu [f n] `fan'

11) To be able to keep distinction of unaspirated and aspirated
sounds  is one of the crucial and necessary features of the written
text in Telugu. It has also long been recognized as an important
feature  both  in spoken and  written  styles.  Aspirated sounds
contrast with unaspirated sounds in Telugu, and the distinction
shall  be maintained.

BAvi 'future': bAvi 'well, the water hole' ª«sVµj¶Li¿RÁV 'to be arrogant,
to be passionate': ª«sVµ³j¶Li¿RÁV 'to churn,
                                                 to absorb, devour'
 ryµj¶Li¿RÁV 'to nag': ryµ³j¶Li¿RÁV 'to achieve, accomplish'

Historically the later two are derived from the same word
sAXiMcu. However in modern Telugu in  the  sense of  'to  nag' only
unaspirated occurs and  in  the sence  of 'to achieve, to accomplish'
only the aspirated form sAXiMcu has become  the standard  of usage.

12) Another feature not common in pronunciation but need to be
observed in written texts is the distinction  between µ³R¶ /Xa/
and ´R¶ /Wa/. As this distinction has a contrastive function in the
language especially in written learned texts as in the following
the distinction shall be maintained.

Ex: @LôðRiLi arXaM 'half': @LóRiLi arWaM *arXaM 'money, meaning'

13) In the past finite verb forms the use of -shA |aS| instead of
sA |ry| is considered as standard practice.  It  also serves the
contrastive function of disambiguating  pairs of words which are
identical except as -s- or -sh- as in the following:

Ex:®ªs[aSLRiV 'dropped or threw {3, 2p.hm.}: ®ªs[ryLRiV 'to be tired, bored'

14) In writing Geminate sequences of |ßñÓá| /NNi/ and |ÎÏÁ§þ| /LLu/
do not write clusters like |ßÓáõ| /Nni/, |²T¶õ| /Dni/, |²ñT¶| /Dni/
and |ÎýÏÁ§| /Llu/.

Ex: ªyßñÓá vANNi *vADni/*vANni ¬dsÎÏÁ§þ nILLu *nILlu

15) Do not write |ÎÏÁ| /L/ as  a  second  member  after /D/ and /T/
Instead follow popularly accepted spelling conventions as in the
followings:

Ex: xmsLi²ýR¶V paMDlu *paMDLu gRiV²ýR¶V guDlu *guDLu NRPVÈýÁV kuTlu *kuTLu
ÊÁLiÈýÁV baMTlu *baMTLu but NRPÎÏÁ§þ kaLLu *kaLlu NRPÎýÏÁ§

16) The native words with initial clusters, where the second segment
is an -/r/ are  words of classical literary Telugu. Do not use them,
while writing modern standard Telugu. Instead use r-less form as
in  the following:

Ex: N]»R½ò  *úN]»R½ò, Fy»R½ *úFy»R½, »ygRiV *ú»ygRiV; but LS»R½ *úªy»R½

17) While transliterating loan words which end in long vowels retain
the length and do not shorten them. The shape of the stem before
a plural suffix is a clue for its appropriate spelling.

Ex: rediyO *rediyo 'radio', pALI *pALi 'nib', beMcI *beMci 'bench'
lArI *lAri 'lorry', vAcI *vAci 'watch', SAMpU *RAMpu 'shampoo',
SU *Su 'shoe', alTrA *alTra 'ultrA'

long vowel ending variants are the standard and only they occur
before number and case inflection.

Nouns which have long vowels before plural suffix -lu but  alternate
between short and long when in singular shall be written always as
long vowel ending nouns.  Ex:

sg              pl

ËØßÔá/ËØßÓá    ËØßÔáÌÁV    'a musical note' ÛËÁLiÀdÁ/ÛËÁLiÀÁ  ÛËÁLiÀdÁÌÁV  'bench'

but there are exceptions to the above observations: xAsi  xAsIlu
*xAsulu sAli  sAlIlu    *sAlulu

18) Modern  loan words  from  English  or  from  other languages
through English are recommended to be written as consonant ending
words rather than with an epenthetic vowel. Ex: kliMTan  *kliMTanu
`Clinton'

19) -yi ending nouns when inflected for plural number do not change
-yi to -yu as in the following:

Ex: @ËØ÷LiVV    @ËØ÷LiVVÌÁV  *@ËØ÷¸R¶VVÌÁV     @ª«sWøLiVV    @ª«sWøLiVVÌÁV
*@ª«sWø¸R¶VVÌÁV     róyLiVV    róyLiVVÌÁV   *róy¸R¶VVÌÁV     ªyLiVV      ªyLiVVÌÁV
*ªy¸R¶VVÌÁV

20)Singular nouns borrowed from English and ending in -ru when
inflect for plural number prefer forms ending in -rlu than LLu as
in Telugu.

Ex: gOru gOrulu *goLLu 'nails' vEru vErulu *veLLu 'roots' kAru kArlu
*kALLu 'cars' gEru gErlu   *geLLu 'gears' sAru  sArlu  *sALLu 'sirs'

21)Singular nouns borrowed from English and other languages ending
in -lu always form their plurals as in the following

Ex: skelu   skeLLu *skelulu 'scales' rElu    rELLu *rElulu 'rails'
hAlu hALLu *hAlulu 'halls'

a seeming exception to this is bAlu bAlulu 'balls'

22) Number nouns have two oblique forms formed by the the addition
of -Ti  and -iMTi. Numbers when used indicate time in the sense of
'at _ `o'clock' only  the  second  i.e.  -iMTi  form  is  used
exclusively whereas both are used (of course -iTi forms are more
frequent) elsewhere. To disambiguate the usage it is  preferred  to
distinguish   these  two  oblique suffixes  as  having  distinct
function hence, they are not really variants. In standard  texts
one  shall not mix up these. Use -iMTi forms to indicate 'at -
o'clock' otherwise use -iTi forms as illustrated below:

Ex: vADu reMDiMTiki vaccADu 'he came at 2 o'clock' A railu eDiMTiki
vaswuMdi 'That train comes at 7 o'clock' I reMDiTikI vADukalo weDA
uMdi. 'The is a  difference between two'(next 2 o'clock)

23)  There  is  no  proper reason why the genitive marker 'yoVkka'
should be banished from writing. In modern science and technology
texts  it  has a rightful  place  in  order  to  say  something
unambiguously.

Elements which have distinct functions will be retained though they
are not popular, not modern and belong to nonstandard usage.

24) Post positions and clitics like  -baTTi/patti, -paTla -pAlu,
-wOpATu, -gAnI/kAnI, -gAka/kAka, -mallE, -vaMTi, etc. shall be
written together with the respective major lexical categories.

Clitics and Particles and other indeclinables: 25) Number words and
the quantifier  nouns  or pronouns  can  be converted  to  their
corresponding adjectives by the use of the suffix -ava or its modern
spoken sandwiched variant  -O  as  in

reMDu  :  reMDava/reMDo 'two' : 'second' mUDu : mUDava/mUDO  'three'
: 'third'

However the modern sandwiched variant -O may be restrained  from
using in this context  since  it clashes with the dubitative -O
causing ambiguity as illustrated below:

1) prapaMca janABAlo cainA, BArata deSAlu okaTO reMDO sWAnAlalO
unnAyi. The above sentence can have to meanings as in a) and b).

a)  `In  world's population China and India are in the first and
second positions respectively.'

or

b) 'In  world's population China and  India  are either  in  the
first or in the second position.'

2) lLiLi²][  ª«sVW²][ róy©yÌÁÍÜ[ lgiÖÁÀÁ©«sªyLRiV ª«sV×dýÁ F¡ÉÔÁ Â¿Á[¸R¶Vª«s¿RÁVè.

a) 'Those who won the first or second positions may compete  again.'
or

b)  'Those  who  have  won  either in  the first or in the second
position may compete again.'

To disambiguate use only -ava  forms as in 2`

2") lLiLi²R¶ª«s  ª«sVW²R¶ª«s róy©yÌÁÍÜ[ lgiÖÁÀÁ©«sªyLRiV ª«sV×dýÁ F¡ÉÔÁ Â¿Á[¸R¶Vª«s¿RÁVè.

'those  who have won in first and second positions may compete again'

26) Nouns can be converted into  adjectives  by  the addition  of
suffixes  -aina.  It  has  a spelling variant -ayina. Always write
this suffix together with the noun  adjectivized.  Use  only  the
-|H©«s|  /aina/ not |@LiVV©«s| /ayina/ since ayina functions as verbal
adjective which shall be treated as distinct from its derivative
-aina which acquired a suffix status. They provide contrast between
states and processes.

Ex:
 ÀÁ©«sõQQ\®µ¶©«s/ÀÁ©«sõµR¶LiVV©«s Ë³ÏÁWª«sVLi²R¶ÌÁLi'  the globe that is/has-become smaller'

27) Write together particles, which occur with participial verbs
since together they have distinct semantics as shown below:

ª«sÂ¿Á[èÈÁÈÁVª«sLiÉÓÁ *ª«sÂ¿Á[è @ÈÁVª«sLiÉÓÁ ª«sxqsVò©«sõÈÁVª«sLiÉÓÁ *ª«sxqsVò©«sõ @ÈÁVª«sLiÉÓÁ
ª«sÀÁè©«sÈÁVª«sLiÉÓÁ *ª«sÀÁè©«s @ÈÁVª«sLiÉÓÁ ª«sÂ¿Á[èÈÁÈýÁV *ª«sÂ¿Á[è @ÈýÁV ª«sxqsVò©«sõÈýÁV
*ª«sxqsVò»R½õQQõ @ÈýÁV ª«sÀÁè©«sÈýÁV *ª«sÀÁè©«s @ÈýÁV

The following is the  list  of  such  particles  and extensional
elements which  form single semantic unit with verbal adjectives
which should be written together:

-sariki -sarikallA -pATiki -appaTi -appuDu -Aka -lA -aMTa -aMduku
-aMduvalla -vallE -vaMTi -sarE -koddI -aMtavaraku

28) Finite verbs in a clause/sentence can be converted into  nouns
by the  addition  of  -adi.  In  such cases keep the distinction
between such nominal endings from finite non masculine endings as
shown   below:

a)   vADu ceppinadi nEnu vinalEdu vAdu *ceppiMdi nEnu vinalEdu

?  Ë³Øª«súxmsNRPÈÁ©«s ryµ³R¶©yÌÁÍÜ[ Ë³ØxtsQ *úxmsµ³y©«s\®ªsVLiµj¶ "Language became the
important means of communication' Ë³Øª«súxmsNRPÈÁ©«s ryµ³R¶©yÌÁÍÜ[ Ë³ØxtsQ úxmsµ³y©«s\®ªsV©«sµj¶
`Language is the  important  means of communication' b) ®©s[©«sV C
ÀdÁLRi©«sV ª«sVúµyxqsVÍÜ[ N]©yõ©«sV 'I purchased that saree in Madras' ®©s[©«sV
ª«sVúµyxqsVÍÜ[  N]©«sõµj¶ C ÀdÁLRi®©s[ 'This is the saree that I have purchased
in Madras' ®©s[©«sV ª«sVúµyxqsVÍÜ[ *N]Liµj¶ C ÀdÁLRi®©s[

29)  The reportive or here say particles aMTa/aTa shall always be
written together with the finite verb.

ªy²R¶V ª«s¿yè²R¶LiÈÁ 'he came' *ªy²R¶V ª«s¿yè²R¶V @LiÈÁ A®ªsV NRPÛÍÁNíRPL`i @LiVVùLiµR¶LiÈÁ
'she became collector' *A®ªsV NRPÛÍÁNíRPL`i @LiVVùLiµj¶ @LiÈÁ

30) Remonstrative/confirmative  particles NRPµy/gRiµy has a reduced
variant  -gS (<gRiµy) used  frequently in  speech  but  less in
writing. Avoid using this reduced form -gA since it clashes  with
the comparative  particle -gA.

@) ªy²T¶¬s  FsLiµR¶VNRPV xqs©yø¬sxqsVò©yõLRiV, ®µ¶[aRPúµ][z¤¦¦¦ gRiµy!  'why are you
honouring him, isn't he a traitor' *ªy²T¶¬s FsLiµR¶VNRPV xqs©yø¬sxqsVò©yõLRiV
®µ¶[aRPúµ][z¤¦¦¦gS! "why are you honouring him as a traitor?!'

b)zmsÖýÁgRiµy FyÌÁV »ygjiLiµj¶ 'Isn't it a cat that drank the milk!'
*zmsÖýÁgS FyÌÁV »ygjiLiµj¶ "it drank milk as a cat'

31) Do not  combine words unless  they  form  a compound of non
compositional semantics. In other words external sandhi shall be
avoided unless the words are constituent of a compound.

a)  ©y BÌýÁV *©yLiVVÌýÁV 'my house' ©y ELRiV *©yª«spLRiV 'my village' G
ELRiV *Gª«spLRiV 'which village'

b) *Fy»R½ÇØ²U¶/FyÇêØ²U¶  Fy»R½ ÇØ²U¶ 'old jar' *Fy»R½µyLRiLi/FyµôyLRiLi Fy»R½ µyLRiLi
'old thread'

Verbal extensions: 32) A large number of verbal compounds are
possible in Telugu   by the combination  of  auxiliary  verbs and
the infinitive of main verbs. such compound verbs should always be
written together.

33)  New   verbs  are derived by appending certain auxiliaries to
nouns and  adjectives.  In  all such cases  the  noun  or  adjective
and the following auxiliary shall be written together.

34)  Compound  verbs  are also derived by the combination of main
verbs in participial forms with certain auxiliary verbs. Structurally
these compound verbs  look alike with conjunctive verbs. However,
the verbs in conjunctive constructions have independent theta  roles
unlike those in conjunctive construction.

®©s[©«sV ªy²T¶NTP D»R½òLRiLi LSzqs|msÉíØ©«sV 'I wrote for him a letter' *®©s[©«sV
ªy²T¶NTP D»R½òLRiLi LSzqs |msÉíØ©«sV 'I write a letter for him  and kept it
(somewhere)'

ªy²T¶NTP @©«sõLi ª«sLi²T¶|msÉíØ©«sV 'I cooked food for him' *ªy²T¶NTP @©«sõLi
ª«sLi²T¶ |msÉíØ©«sV "I cooked food for him and kept it' ªy²T¶NTP @©«sõLi
ª«sLi²T¶ (ÛÉÁ[ÊÁVÌÁV dsVµR¶) |msÉíØ©«sV 'I cooked food  for him and kept (on
the table)'

    These  recommendations are made not only to reduce variation
    in the text but also to avoid ambiguities and errors. This
    enables one to remove scope for unintended interpretation
    of a text while processing it. These recommendations help in
    enhancing and improving the machine processing of Telugu texts
    efficiently. These recommendations are not necessarily limited
    to machine application alone, they are developed as part of
    general recommendations needed for Telugu writers and authors
    who create new texts in Telugu.

